5 minutes to learn, 30-45 minutes to play, 2-4 Players

Introduction

Setup

Modern day markets offer their visitors various stands, eateries, and
services. In Mercado de Lisboa, players open stands in the market,
open new eateries, influence the price of goods sold at the stands,
and bring customers to them.

11. Place the board in the middle of the table. This represents the

Mercado de Lisboa is a tile placement game based on the city
building system in Lisboa. Mercado de Lisboa is a fast-paced game,
with easy-to-learn rules yet deep, tactical choices.

random Restaurant tile in each marked space in the market grid
facedown (gray side up).

market.

et aside one of the Pub tiles (see step 7 below), and put all the
22. Sother
Restaurant tiles (circle tiles) in the bag. Draw and place a

lace all Stand tiles (square tiles) in the bag. Draw 3 and place
33. Pthem
on the 3 designated spaces of the display on the board.

The player with the most money at the end of the game wins.

Give each player 3 random Stand tiles from the bag. Keep these
tiles visible in front of you.

Components

eparate the Customer tiles (rectangular tiles) by their backs,
44. Sform
a shuffled stack of each, and place each stack faceup on its

A• 1 Gameboard

space on the board.

B• 35 Stand tiles (7 of each type: Fish, Flower, Tomato, Meat, and

ove the 2 top tiles from each Customer stack to the spaces
55. M
next to the stack, as shown in the image below. All 3 visible tiles

Grape)

C• 12 Restaurant tiles (2 of each type: Pub, Sushi Bar, Tea House,

of each Customer stack are available to play, such that there
are 12 Customer tiles available at the beginning and
throughout the game.

Pizzeria, Burger Joint, and Wine Bar)

D• 35 Customer tiles (10 with 1 Customer, 10 with 2 Customers, 10

6• Give each player all the wooden Stands of one color and 1 coin.

with 3 Customers, and 5 with 4 Customers)

Each player places one of their wooden Stands on each of their
Stand tiles.

E• 32 Wooden Stands (8 in each player color)
F• 48 Coins (6 x 10s, 21 x 5s, 21 x 1s)
G• 1 Bag

first player is the person who most recently visited a market.
7• TIfheplaying
with 4 players, the fourth player starts with the extra
Pub tile; otherwise, return it to the box.

H• 4 Money Screens (Not Pictured)
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Check to see if you earn any money (see Earning Money, page 3).
Finally, take one of the 3 Stand tiles from the display and refill the
display with a random Stand tile from the bag.

Playing the Game
Before the start of the game, players should agree if they want to
play with hidden or open money. (The designer recommends you
play with hidden money). If playing with hidden money, give each
player their matching screen to place their coins behind.
Players take turns in clockwise order until someone triggers the
endgame conditions (see Endgame Conditions, page 4).

Note: Once you learn how to earn money, there is a sneaky way you
can open a Stand when you do not have enough money (see You May
Place Then Pay, page 4).

2. Bring Customers

Game Turn Actions

Take one of the available Customer tiles, and place it on an empty
market entrance (found at the ends of every row and column);
however, in order to bring Customers to the market, you must meet
two conditions:

On your turn, you must take one of the following 4 actions:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Open a Stand
Bring Customers
Open a Restaurant
Take 1 Coin

• Y ou can only place Customer tiles at the entrance of a row or
column with a number of Stands equal to or greater than the
number of Customers on the tile. For example, a Customer tile
showing 3 Customers can only be placed in a row or column with
3 or more Stands.

1. Open a Stand

• A t least one of your own Stands in the row or column must match
at least one of the types of Stand depicted on the Customer tile.

Choose one of the 3 Stand tiles in front of you. Place it with your
wooden Stand on any space of the market that has neither a Stand
tile nor a faceup Restaurant tile.
The cost to place the tile is 1 coin for each Stand in the row or column,
including the stand you are now placing. You must always pay the
more expensive price.

Check to see who earns money (see Earning Money, page 3).
Finally, replace the Customer tile taken, if possible, so that there are
3 Customer tiles of that type available.

3. Open a Restaurant
Restaurants improve orthogonally adjacent (not diagonal) Stand
tiles of the corresponding type. Sushi Bars improve Fish Stands, Tea
Houses improve Flower Stands, Pizzerias improve Tomato Stands,
Burger Joints improve Meat Stands, Wine Bars improve Grape Stands,
and Pubs improve all Stands.
If you do not have any Restaurant tiles in front of you, you cannot
take this action.
Choose one of your Restaurant tiles. Place it faceup on any space of
the market that has neither a Stand tile nor a faceup Restaurant tile.
Take 1 Coin for opening a Restaurant.
If you place the Restaurant tile on a space with a gray
(facedown) Restaurant tile on it, take the gray Restaurant
tile, and place it faceup in front of you where everyone can see it.

Example: Green is opening a Tomato Stand. In the same row there
are 2 more Stands, and in the same column there is only 1 other Stand.
The row has more Stands. Green pays 3 coins, one for the stand
being placed plus two for the 2 Stands in the same row.

4. Take 1 Coin

If you place the Stand tile on a space with a gray (facedown)
Restaurant tile on it, take the Restaurant tile, flip it faceup,
and place it in front of you where everyone can see it.

Note: If all players take this action consecutively, the game ends
immediately and moves to Final Scoring, page 4. In a 2 player
game, the game ends if both players must take this action twice
consecutively.
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Earning Money

2. When a Stand is first opened
When you first place a Stand tile in a row or column that already
has Customer tiles, Customers seeking your items will earn you
money. For each Customer tile in the same row and/or column
that matches the type of Stand tile just placed, the Stand earns
its owner coins. To calculate how many coins:

Stand owners earn money:

1.

hen a Customer tile is
W
placed that matches their
Stand(s) in that row or
column; OR

• Start with one coin for having a Stand that matches the
Customer tile.
• A dd one coin for each orthogonally adjacent Restaurant that
matches the Stand (diagonally adjacent Restaurants do not
count). Pub tiles match Stands of all types.

2. W
 hen a Stand is first opened
that meets the demands of
existing Customer tiles.

• Finally, multiply the sum of the coins from the two points above
by the number of Customers on the tile. This is the total number
of coins the Stand owner earns.
Be sure to check for Customer tiles at all four entrances: at the top
and bottom of the column, and at the left and right of the row.

1. When a Customer Tile is placed that
matches their Stand(s)
When someone places a Customer tile, regardless of whose turn it is,
every matching Stand in the corresponding row or column earns its
owner coins. To calculate how many coins:
• Start with one coin for having a Stand that matches the
Customer tile.
• Add one coin for each orthogonally adjacent Restaurant that
matches the Stand (diagonally adjacent Restaurants do not
count). Pub tiles match Stands of all types.
• Finally, multiply the sum of the coins from the two points above
by the number of Customers on the tile. This is the total number
of coins the Stand owner earns.
Do this for every matching Stand, regardless of the player color.

A

B

C

Example: Blue opens a Fish Stand, paying 4 coins. There is one
adjacent matching Sushi Bar, so the base value of this Stand is 2
(1 + 1). The Customer at the top of that column is seeking Fish, and
earns Blue 2 coins (2 x 1). The 3 Customers at the left of the row
are also seeking Fish, earning Blue 6 coins (2 x 3). There are no
Customers to the right or below the Stand, so Blue makes a total of
8 coins, a 4 coin profit!

Example: Purple brings Customers to the left entrance of this row.
The tile has 2 Customers seeking Flowers and Fish. Purple has 2
Flower Stands in that row. The first one (A) is next to a Pub, which
earns Purple 1 coin for the Stand plus another coin for the Pub,
multiplied by the Customers on the Customer tile (2). Purple earns
4 coins for this Stand.

Special Cases
At the beginning of your turn, if you have 3 identical Stand tiles in
front of you, you may draw 3 new tiles from the bag, and then return
your 3-of-a-kind to the bag.

Purple’s other Stand (B) is next to not only a Pub, but also a Tea
House. Purple earns 1 coin for the Stand, plus another coin for the
Pub, plus yet another coin for the Tea House (3 coins!), times 2 for the
Customers on the Customer tile. Purple earns 6 total coins for this
Stand.

If there are 3 identical Stand tiles in the display when you need to
take one, you may first replace the display with 3 new tiles from the
bag, and then return the 3-of-a-kind to the bag.

Green owns a Fish Stand (C) with no open Restaurant adjacent to
it, earning 2 coins (1 coin for the Stand times 2 Customers).
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Final Scoring

You May Place Then Pay
If placing your Stand tile will earn you enough money from existing
Customers to pay for the Stand, you do not need to have the money
for the Stand before you place it; however, if you cannot generate
enough money to pay for the Stand, you cannot place it.

Each unplaced Restaurant tile you still have costs you 1 coin.
The player with the most money at the end of the game wins. In
the case of a tie, the tied player with the most Stands in the market
wins. If still tied, then settle it by playing a rematch!
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Example: Purple places a Flower Stand next to a Pub. Because
there are already 3 Stands in the row and 3 Stands in the column,
the cost is 4 coins (3 + 1 for the new Stand itself). Opening this
Stand earns Purple a total of 16 coins. The Stand only costs 4 to
place, for a profit of 12 coins. Purple could have placed the Stand,
even if they were completely broke at the beginning of the turn!
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Endgame Conditions
The end of the game is triggered at the end of a turn when either of
the following occurs:
1. Someone places a Stand or a Restaurant, leaving only
4 available spaces in the market. Spaces with gray
(facedown) Restaurant tiles count as available.
2. S omeone places a Customer tile, leaving only 4 available
entrances to the market.
These icons on the board act as a reminder:

Then, all other players take one more turn and the game ends
with the player to the right of the one who triggered the end of the
game.
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